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Chapter 1 : Crowdstrike - Global Threat Report on Behance
The CrowdStrikeÂ® Global Threat Report offers one of the industry's most comprehensive reports on today's most
damaging cyberattacks and dangerous adversaries. It contains valuable insights into the evolving threat landscape and
includes recommendations that will help you be better prepared for.

In addition to detailing key trends driving adversary targeting and a deep dive into the key factors shaping the
targeted intrusion campaigns of notable nation-state adversaries, including China, Russia, Iran, North Korea,
etc. Based on observed incidents, CrowdStrike established that the average "breakout time" in was one hour
and 58 minutes. Breakout time indicates how long it takes for an intruder to jump off the initial system they
had compromised and move laterally to other machines within the network. In , 39 percent of all attacks that
CrowdStrike observed constituted malware-free intrusions that were not detected by traditional antivirus, with
the manufacturing, professional services and pharmaceutical industries facing the most malware-free attacks.
The propagation of advanced exploits has blurred the lines between statecraft and tradecraft, evolving the
threat landscape beyond the defense capabilities of conventional security measures. Extortion and
weaponization of data have become mainstream among cybercriminals, heavily impacting government and
healthcare, among other sectors. Nation-state-linked attacks and targeted ransomware are on the rise and could
be used for geopolitical and even militaristic exploitation purposes. Supply chain compromises and crypto
fraud and mining will present new attack vectors for both state-sponsored and eCrime actors. Established and
well-resourced cyber operations will continue to innovate, developing new methods of distributing crimeware
and incorporating advanced tactics to infiltrate, disrupt and destroy systems. CrowdStrike is the only company
that unifies strategic and tactical intelligence with an industry-leading managed hunting practice and
unrivalled threat visibility, establishing an unprecedented view of the global threat landscape. Actionable
threat intelligence and real-time threat data are crucial in empowering better security and executive decisions,"
said Adam Meyers, vice president of Intelligence at CrowdStrike. With the Global Threat Report, public and
private sector organizations can be better informed about the employed tactics, techniques, and procedures
TTPs and properly allocate the defenses and resources necessary to protect assets that are most at risk.
Blurring the Lines Between Statecraft and Tradecraft here. About CrowdStrike CrowdStrike is the leader in
cloud-delivered endpoint protection. Leveraging artificial intelligence AI , the CrowdStrike Falcon platform
offers instant visibility and protection across the enterprise and prevents attacks on endpoints on or off the
network. CrowdStrike Falcon deploys in minutes to deliver actionable intelligence and real-time protection
from Day One. Its cloud infrastructure and single-agent architecture eliminate complexity and add scalability,
manageability, and speed. CrowdStrike Falcon protects customers against all cyber attack types, using
sophisticated signatureless AI and Indicator-of-Attack IoA based threat prevention to stop known and
unknown threats in real time. Powered by the CrowdStrike Threat Graph, Falcon instantly correlates nearly
billion security events a day from across the globe to immediately prevent and detect threats. You can gain full
access to CrowdStrike Falcon Prevent by starting your free trial here. Blog Twitter CrowdStrike, Inc. Other
brands may be third-party trademarks. View source version on businesswire.

Chapter 2 : CROWDSTRIKE GLOBAL THREAT REPORT REVEALS THE BIGGEST CYBER CRIME AND
Download the CrowdStrike Global Threat Report: Blurring the Lines Between Statecraft and Tradecraft. Attend a
CrowdStrike webcast for an in-depth analysis of the Global Threat Report. To get full access to CrowdStrike's next-gen
antivirus solution for 15 days visit the Falcon Prevent free trial page.

Chapter 3 : CrowdStrike Global Threat Report: Blurring the Lines Between Statecraft and Tradecraft
A Content Experience For You. Your browser is a bit outdated. Update it for the best content experience. Close.
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Chapter 4 : A view of the global threat landscape: Cybercrime and intrusion trends - Help Net Security
global threat report inside: â€¢ targeted intrusions â€¢ criminal and hacktivist activity â€¢ predictions blurring the lines
between statecraft.

Chapter 5 : CrowdStrike Global Threat Report Reveals The Biggest Cyber Crime and Targeted Intrusion Tr
CrowdStrike, a provider of cloud-delivered endpoint protection, has released CrowdStrike Global Threat Report: Blurring
the Lines Between Statecraft and Tradecraft. The report analyzes comprehensive threat data gleaned from CrowdStrike
services and staff.

Chapter 6 : Global Threat Report | ITUpdate
Crowdstrike's Global Threat Report Earlier this week (Feb ) CrowdSrike released their annual report into the state of the
global threat environment. For those of you that don't recognise the name, CrowdStrike is an American cyber-security
technology company based in Sunnyvale, California.

Chapter 7 : Global Threat Report Reveals Trends, Insights, Threat Actors
The CrowdStrikeÂ® Global Threat Report offers one of the industry's most comprehensive reports on today's most
damaging cyberattacks and dangerous adversaries.

Chapter 8 : Threat Intelligence - InfoTrust
According to CrowdStrike's Global Threat Report, 39% of all incidents in were malicious software that went undetected
by traditional antivirus. This report reveals global threat predictions and dives into 3 key cybersecurity findings of to help
prepare your enterprise for the threats to come.
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